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Recent genetic studies have suggested that many genes contribute
to differences between closely related species that prevent gene
exchange, particularly hybrid male sterility and female species
preferences. We have examined the genetic basis of hybrid sterility
and female species preferences in Drosophila pseudoobscura and
Drosophila persimilis, two occasionally hybridizing North American
species. Contrary to findings in other species groups, very few
regions of the genome were associated with these characters, and
these regions are associated also with fixed arrangement differences (inversions) between these species. From our results, we
propose a preliminary genic model whereby inversions may contribute to the speciation process, thereby explaining the abundance of arrangement differences between closely related species
that co-occur geographically. We suggest that inversions create
linkage groups that cause sterility to persist between hybridizing
taxa. The maintenance of this sterility allows the species to persist
in the face of gene flow longer than without such inversions, and
natural selection will have a greater opportunity to decrease the
frequency of interspecies matings.
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A

fundamental goal in speciation research has been to
determine the number of genes that contribute to barriers
to gene exchange (or reproductive isolating mechanisms) between closely related species. Recent studies of two particular
barriers to gene exchange, hybrid male sterility and female
species preferences, have found that these characters are often
highly polygenic, with many regions of the genome being associated with at least some effect (for reviews see refs. 1–4). Hybrid
male sterility appears particularly highly polygenic when segments of one species are experimentally introgressed into the
genetic background of another and made homozygous (e.g., refs.
5 and 6). Perhaps the most extensively studied groups for these
characters have been the two races of Drosophila melanogaster
and the three species of the Drosophila simulans clade; D.
simulans, D. mauritiana, and D. sechellia, although many other
species (including non-Drosophila) have also been investigated.
However, these species may be atypical of Drosophila species in
particular or species in general, because all the hybridizations
studied involved homosequential taxa: taxa not differing in their
gene arrangements.
Chromosomal rearrangements are thought to be important in
speciation because sometimes they can disrupt meiosis in hybrids, thereby causing sterility (7–9). Drosophila species have
been studied extensively with regard to chromosomal rearrangements and their fitness consequences, both in the context of
direct effects of inversions (10–12) and effects associated with
allelic differences between genes contained within them (e.g.,
refs. 13 and 14). One of the most common types of rearrangement, the paracentric inversion, is not considered to play a role
in speciation, because hybrids of parents differing in these gene
arrangements are fully fertile and viable. Recombination is
prevented effectively between different arrangements, although
it still occurs readily across uninverted regions of these
chromosomes.
Here we examine the genetic basis of hybrid male sterility as
evaluated by introgressions and female species preferences in the
North American fruit flies Drosophila pseudoobscura and Dro12084 –12088 兩 PNAS 兩 October 9, 2001 兩 vol. 98 兩 no. 21

sophila persimilis. These species differ by several inversions (see
Materials and Methods). The two species hybridize, albeit rarely,
in nature, and gene flow has been detected at the sequence level
(15, 16). Natural selection seems to have strengthened the
mate discrimination exercised by these females to prevent maladaptive hybridization (17), because hybrid male offspring are
sterile. These species seem to have separated initially before
the split between the D. melanogaster races or the split between D. simulans and D. mauritiana; thus genetic divergence
between them should be greater on average in the absence of
introgression.
Previous studies of these species have identified the genetic
basis of their differences in cuticular hydrocarbon profile (18)
and courtship wing vibration (19). The genetic bases of hybrid
male sterility, male mating success, hybrid inviability, and a
hybrid courtship dysfunction also have been determined by using
backcross hybrid offspring of these species (20, 21). Finally, Tan
(22) examined the genetic basis of female preferences in these
species, but a lack of available phenotypic markers limited this
analysis. All of these varied studies reached the same conclusion:
all traits map primarily or exclusively to the inverted regions on
the X chromosome and second chromosome of these species (see
Fig. 1). We evaluate whether this pattern is observed in characters thought to be highly polygenic in their differences between
species.
Materials and Methods
Fly Strains. D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis have a metacentric

X and four telocentric autosomes, with a total of ⬇100 cytological ‘‘bands’’ across their genomes. These species are separated
completely by paracentric inversions along two chromosomes: six
cytological bands on the left arm of the X and five cytological
bands in the center of the second chromosome (23). These
species are usually separated by a paracentric inversion along the
right arm of the X (11 cytological bands), although the D.
pseudoobscura arrangement is found in a small number of D.
persimilis individuals and is associated with strong meiotic drive.
Finally, the third chromosomes of both these species are highly
polymorphic for inversions, and one abundant arrangement is
shared between the two species. These inversions prevent the
formation of offspring recombinant for regions within them, but
recombination still occurs readily across the uninverted regions
of these chromosomes (24–26).
Two strains were used in the mapping experiment: D.
pseudoobscura Flagstaff 1993 (3rd chromosome arrangement
‘‘Arrowhead’’) and D. persimilis Mt. St. Helena 1993 (3rd
chromosome arrangement ‘‘Standard’’). These chromosome arrangements differ by a single inversion along the middle of this
chromosome spanning seven cytological bands, and they seem to
be common within these species. Both strains have been main-
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Table 1. Mating success of female D. pseudoobscura,
D. persimilis, F1 hybrids, and backcross offspring within
two attempted copulations
Females
D. pseudoobscura
D. persimilis
F1 hybrids
BCper*
BCps†
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tained in the laboratory for several years and used previously in
various other studies (e.g., refs. 21 and 27). All crosses were
carried out at 20 ⫾ 1°C, 85% relative humidity, on standard
sugar兾yeast兾agar medium.
Genetics of Female Species Preferences. Females from the D.
pseudoobscura strain were crossed to males of the D. persimilis
strain, and the resultant fertile F1 females were backcrossed to
males of each parental line. Backcross hybrid males were designated ‘‘BCps’’ if they were offspring of D. pseudoobscura
fathers and ‘‘BCper’’ if they were offspring of D. persimilis
fathers. Bottles were cleared, and virgin backcross hybrid females and virgin pure species males were harvested 7 h later. The
flies were then aged for 7 days in groups of 5–20 individuals.
On day 8, single pure-species males were aspirated into vials
containing one backcross hybrid female. Fly pairs were observed
for 5 min after the onset of courtship, or 5 min in total if no
courtship occurred. Courtship was defined as wing vibration or
attempted copulation by the male (27). If no courtship occurred,
the flies were discarded. If courtship did occur, we recorded
whether the fly was successful at copulating with the female for
at least 30 sec during the observation period. Males that failed
to achieve 30 sec of copulation were considered to be discriminated against by the female, and the females were scored with
a ‘‘0.’’ Females that allowed the males to copulate within their
first two attempts were scored as ‘‘2.’’ Other females that allowed
a copulation within 5 min of courtship initiation but after two
attempts were scored as ‘‘1.’’ All observations were performed
between 0700 and 1100 hours, and each male and female were
used only once.
Because F1 females mate readily with males of either species,
we only paired BCps females with D. persimilis males and BCper
females with D. pseudoobscura males. Preliminary experiments
of BCps females with D. pseudoobscura males documented that
virtually all pairings resulted in an immediate copulation (data
not shown).
After mating experiments, backcross females were genotyped
for 16 molecular genetic markers (see Fig. 1): 14 microsatellites
and 2 restriction fragment length polymorphisms. These markers, their recombinational distances, and details of amplification
procedures have been described elsewhere (19, 21, 26, 28). The
Noor et al.

To male
D. persimilis

88% (112)
30% (106)
85% (236)
64% (654)
—

30% (110)
78% (120)
75% (175)
—
64% (573)

Significant effects detected by composite interval mapping:
Mating of BCper females to D. pseudoobscura males:
2 quantitative trait loci completely linked to XL and 2nd chromosome
(DPS2002) inversions.
Mating of BCps females to D. persimilis males:
2 quantitative trait loci completely linked to XL and 2nd chromosome
(DPS2002) inversions.
Sample sizes are presented parenthetically.
*Offspring of mating between D. persimilis males and F1 hybrid females.
†Offspring of mating between D. pseudoobscura males and F hybrid females.
1

names of individual markers are available by request from the
authors. Females were scored as either homozygous or heterozygous for alleles at each locus, and over 500 females were assayed
for each backcross. The data were analyzed by the composite
interval mapping method (29) in QTL Cartographer (ref. 30,
http:兾兾statgen.ncsu.edu) by using a conditioning window of 10
centiMorgans. The threshold for significance in this interval
analysis was estimated by permuting traits relative to genotypes
1,000 times. Composite interval mapping analyses were conditioned on markers shown to have strong associations with the
phenotypes in separate single marker regression analyses. We
also used the conditional empirical threshold protocol of Doerge
and Churchill (31) to identify potentially weak quantitative trait
loci. When a strong effect was associated with a particular
marker, the backcrosses were stratified into the separate classes
for that marker, and a reanalysis was performed with 1,000
permutations again. No additional effects were noted following
this protocol.
Genetics of Hybrid Male Sterility Following Introgressions. D.

pseudoobscura females were crossed to D. persimilis males to
produce F1 females. These females were backcrossed to D.
pseudoobscura males. The male offspring of this backcross were
paired individually with D. pseudoobscura females. Approximately 20% of these pairings produced offspring. Offspring then
were mated with their siblings in single pairs, hence producing
homozygous D. persimilis segments in a predominantly D.
pseudoobscura genetic background in the progeny. Male progeny
from this cross then were scored for fertility based on the
presence of motile sperm (see refs. 21 and 32) 8 days after
eclosion.
All these progeny were genotyped for molecular markers as
described above. At least 100 such progeny for each introgression
were scored, and all genotypes were observed consistently at or
close to expected proportions. The X and second chromosome
regions bearing the fixed inversion differences between these
species were never able to introgress, because the male offspring
of the first backcross that were heterozygous or hemizygous for
these regions were almost invariably sterile (21).
Results
Female Species Preferences. We produced backcross hybrids between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis and mapped the
genetic basis of discrimination exercised by females of the two
species. The results are presented in Table 1. In short, the only
PNAS 兩 October 9, 2001 兩 vol. 98 兩 no. 21 兩 12085
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Fig. 1.
Recombinational distances (in Kosambi centimorgans) between
genetic markers in hybrids of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. The circles
indicate positions of large inversions that differentiate the strains used. Also
indicated are positions of genomic segments introgressed from D. persimilis
into D. pseudoobscura (bars right of the chromosomes) and the positions of
loci associated with species discrimination by backcross females (asterisks right
of the chromosomes).

To male
D. pseudoobscura

regions of the genome that had any detectable association with
the species discrimination exercised by females were the left arm
of the X chromosome (XL) and second chromosome inverted
regions (see Fig. 1). In the case of the second chromosome, the
effect mapped unambiguously to microsatellite marker
DPS2002, which is located within the inversion that distinguishes
these species. BCps females bearing one D. persimilis XL or one
second chromosome inversion had 20% greater mating success
with D. persimilis males than BCps females homozygous for D.
pseudoobscura arrangements. BCper females bearing one D.
pseudoobscura XL inversion had 20% greater mating success
with D. pseudoobscura males than those homozygous for the D.
persimilis arrangement, but BCper females bearing one D.
pseudoobscura second chromosome inversion had 40% greater
mating success with D. pseudoobscura males than BCper females
homozygous for the D. persimilis arrangement.
No effect was detected with any uninverted region or with the
large regions of the third chromosome and right arm of X
inverted between these two strains. This finding suggests that the
preference is not highly polygenic or that the genes contributing
to it are nonrandomly distributed across the genome and clustered in regions that bear fixed inversion differences between the
species. This finding is unlikely to result from a bias in mapping
caused by linkage between markers and traits created by the
inversions. The XL and second chromosome inversion differences are smaller than the inversion differences between these
strains on the right arm of the X chromosome (XR) and third
chromosome, but no effect was associated with the latter inversions (see Discussion).
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Hybrid Male Sterility in Introgressed Segments. Second, we introgressed 10 autosomal segments from D. persimilis into D.
pseudoobscura, subsequently making them homozygous in a
D. pseudoobscura genetic background. A similar protocol was
followed in genetic studies of hybrid sterility in D. simulans兾D.
mauritiana and D. simulans兾D. sechellia (5, 6), all of which are
homosequential and allopatric to each other. In the D. simulans
clade species, half of the autosomal introgressions were associated with hybrid male sterility (5, 6). In contrast to the results
from these hybridizations, we failed to observe any hybrid
sterility whatsoever associated with our introgressions (see Fig.
1). This finding is particularly noteworthy given that the introgressions of True et al. (5) were reportedly much smaller. Even
the cointrogression of the three third chromosome markers,
spanning ⬇15% of the physical genome based on cytological
locations, produced no fertility consequences. Although unlikely, double recombinants may have been produced within this
introgression, but the third chromosome inversion itself still
constitutes over 7% of the genome. This inversion was introgressed from D. persimilis into D. pseudoobscura and made
homozygous with no fertility consequence.

Discussion
Genetic studies of two barriers to gene exchange, hybrid male
sterility and female species preferences, typically have found
these characters to be highly polygenic (for reviews see refs.
1–4). For example, the two races of D. melanogaster may have
over 15 genes contributing to their sexual isolation (33). Although both sterility and female species preferences may sometimes have simple genetic bases (e.g., refs. 34 and 35), such
examples are confined to taxa that likely diverged much more
recently than D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis.
Here, we have mapped the genetic basis of hybrid male
sterility as associated with homozygous introgressions and female species preferences in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis.
These species diverged ⬇500,000 ago (15, 36), slightly greater in
estimated divergence time than the species of the D. simulans
clade. In contrast to results from genetic studies of the D.
12086 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.221274498

simulans clade, none of our introgressions from D. persimilis into
D. pseudoobscura were associated with hybrid male sterility, and
female species preferences exercised by both species mapped
exclusively to two regions of the genome that are inverted
between all strains of the two species.
This association with inversions may result from a linkage
between markers and traits caused by the effective suppression
of recombination between differing arrangements. However, we
consider this conclusion unlikely. The strains used in our current
and previous genetic studies differed by two inversions in
addition to the two that separate all individuals of these two
species. These latter two inversions are larger than the two that
are fixed differently, yet no (or very little) effect mapped to these
inversions in our studies. Combining our results from the current
study with our previous analyses by using the offspring of
backcrosses (21), we observed that the strongest effects were
associated with the two fixed inversion differences in four of five
traits: hybrid male sterility, male mating success, female species
preferences, and hybrid inviability were most strongly associated
with both of the fixed inversion differences, whereas the hybrid
courtship dysfunction was associated most strongly with one of
the fixed inversion differences and one of the other inversions
(21). The probability of the two strongest effects being associated
most strongly with both of the two fixed inversion differences in
four of five traits, conservatively assuming that all four inversions
are of similar size, would be ⬇0.3% (P ⫽ 0.003) following a
binomial distribution.
Recent genetic studies of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis
have documented extensive recent introgression between these
species in uninverted regions but little or no introgression in
those regions bearing fixed inversion differences (37, 38). Coupled with our genetic data, we conclude that hybridization may
have homogenized uninverted regions of the genome of these
species, but inverted regions were protected from such homogenization because of linkage to barriers to gene exchange.
From all these observations, we propose a preliminary model
whereby paracentric inversions that differentiate hybridizing
taxa may contribute to the persistence of these taxa in the face
of ongoing gene flow. This model is similar to one recently
suggested by Rieseberg (39). Our suggestion is based on three
assumptions. First, recombination within inverted regions is
suppressed effectively between chromosomes of differing arrangements. Second, incompatibilities resulting in hybrid sterility are typically asymmetric in their effects. For example, the
OdysseusH allele from D. mauritiana confers hybrid sterility in a
genetic background of D. simulans, but the D. simulans allele of
OdysseusH does not confer sterility in D. mauritiana (40).
Similarly, the frequent observation of sterility in the offspring of
one hybridization but not the reciprocal hybridization suggests
that incompatibilities are often asymmetric (41). Finally, we
assume that many loci possess alleles that confer hybrid sterility
between very closely related species. This assumption is also
consistent with genetic data from D. simulans兾D. mauritiana and
other species (3, 42).
If two taxa that do not bear paracentric inversion differences
were to hybridize, such as D. simulans and D. mauritiana, we
predict that alleles that confer hybrid sterility will be selected
against and removed from these taxa (see Fig. 2A). For example,
we predict that the D. mauritiana OdysseusH allele would be
selected against, and the D. simulans allele of OdysseusH would
spread into D. mauritiana. If there are many such alleles at loci
across the genome, the alleles that do not confer sterility in a
heterospecific genetic background will be selected at all such loci
over time. The taxa then will be fully compatible and will fuse
completely.
In contrast, if one or more paracentric inversions differentiate
hybridizing taxa, genes possessing alleles that confer hybrid
sterility in one genetic background are linked to genes possessing
Noor et al.

Fig. 2. Model for the long term effect of inversions on introgression and
species persistence with hybridization. Two species are designated by diploid
chromosomes of a single color (black or white) at the top of the figure.
Horizontal lines indicate the locations of alleles that confer hybrid sterility in
a heterospecific genetic background. The oval indicates an inverted gene
arrangement relative to the other species. (A) No inversion difference between species. (B) One inversion differentiates the species.

alleles that confer hybrid sterility in the other genetic background (see Fig. 2B). Selection cannot eliminate either allele (or
either arrangement) from both taxa, because the remaining

Table 2. Relative abundance of homosequential Drosophila taxa vs. those bearing inversion
differences compared by sympatry (sym)兾allopatry (allo) and genetic distance
D†

Sterility‡

0.134
0.138
0.191
0.194
0.280
0.280
0.300
0.320
1.051

0.500
0.500
0.500
0.250
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500
1.000

0.180
0.210
0.212
0.290
0.380
0.410

0.500
0.500
0.250
0.500
1.000
0.500
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Patry*
Drosophila species兾subspecies not differing by one or more inversions
heteroneura
planitibia
allo
differens
planitibia
allo
planitibia
silvestris
allo
pseudoobscura Bogota
pseudoobscura USA
allo
sechellia
simulans
allo
simulans
sechellia
allo
mauritiana
simulans
allo
mauritiana
sechellia
allo
‘‘aldrichi’’§
mulleri
sym
Drosophila species differing by one or more inversions
flavomontana
lacicola
allo
borealis
montana
sym
arizonae
mojavensis baja
sym
flavomontana
montana
sym
borealis
flavomontana
sym
persimilis
pseudoobscura
sym

*Indicates the species that co-occur (sympatric) or do not co-occur (allopatric).
†Genetic distance as calculated by Coyne and Orr (43).
‡Proportion of F hybrids that are sterile.
1
§The name ‘‘Drosophila aldrichi’’ encompasses what seems to be multiple species (51).
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allele will be associated with hybrid sterility in one genetic
background. The resulting inefficiency of selection will cause the
species to persist without fusing longer than if no inversion was
present. This additional time could provide the opportunity for
natural selection to decrease the frequency of hybridization by
strengthening mate discrimination (reinforcement). Our model
would thereby predict that hybridizing taxa differing by paracentric inversions would be less prone to fusion than taxa that are
homosequential (uninverted) in their gene arrangements.
Hence, many recently diverged species that co-occur in a region
should differ by one or more paracentric inversions, because
hybridization will act as a sieve that favors persistence of species
separated by such inversions.
The genetic expectations from such a model would be that
gene flow and homogenization would occur in uninverted
regions of the genome or regions in which both species share one
or more arrangements: alleles conferring hybrid sterility will be
eliminated from both species. Conversely, gene flow will not
occur in the regions of the genome bearing fixed inversion
differences. Greater genetic differentiation between the species
would be expected in inverted regions than uninverted regions.
Correspondingly, all remaining differences between the species
including differences causing hybrid sterility would map primarily or exclusively to the inverted regions and probably to those
that in which the species are fixed for differing arrangements. All
these observations are consistent with the data from D.
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis.
We have also evaluated our model by examining the extensive
literature survey of reproductive isolation between Drosophila
species pairs provided by Coyne and Orr (41, 43) to determine
the possible association of inversion differences with postzygotic
isolation (hybrid sterility and inviability in particular; see Table
2). For 84 of the pairs that they surveyed, we identified whether
the taxa differed by one or more inversions. We excluded the
semispecies from the Drosophila paulistorum complex, because
their sterility is associated with an endosymbiont rather than
being entirely genic (44). Of the remaining pairs, 44 are known
to be separated by some sterility or inviability. Of these 44 pairs,
8 pairs were homosequential in their gene arrangement. 7 of
these 8 were allopatric taxa (e.g., Drosophila plantibia兾
Drosophila silvestris and D. mauritiana兾D. sechellia), and the 8th

(Drosophila aldrichi兾Drosophila mulleri) were separated by sterility of all F1 hybrids, precluding any possibility for recombination to allow for fusion. In contrast, species pairs of similar
genetic divergence that differed by one of more inversions were
frequently sympatric (e.g., Drosophila borealis兾Drosophila montana and Drosophila arizonae兾Drosophila mojavensis). These
findings are consistent with our model, although the small
number of phylogenetically independent taxa that are homosequential in their gene arrangement precludes a definitive statistical test.
Inversions that differentiate hybridizing species may facilitate
divergence in an additional manner as well. Several theoretical
studies have suggested that the reinforcement of barriers to gene
flow may be more likely if recombination is prevented or reduced
between loci conferring hybrid sterility and those conferring
mate discrimination (45–47). In our model, hybridizing species
are more likely to persist longer if inversions are present, and the
linkage between loci conferring sterility and those conferring
mate discrimination that will occur can also facilitate subsequent
selection for greater discrimination. Hence, the presence of
inversions not only allows species to persist despite hybridization,
but it also may aid the completion of speciation by preventing
further hybridization.
The subject of chromosomal speciation has been debated hotly
in the literature (7, 8, 10, 12, 48, 49, †). We present a genic
explanation for why species may differ frequently in gene
arrangement (50), but unlike other models of chromosomal
speciation, it does not suffer from the problem of underdominance. In contrast, standard models of chromosomal speciation
predict that novel chromosomal arrangements must be at a
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selective disadvantage when they first appear in a population.
We have produced additional data, both genetic and from the
literature, that are consistent with our model but contrast genetic
data collected from other species not separated by inversions.
We do acknowledge that our data do not conclusively support
the model, but we suggest that it merits further investigation.
Clearly, other forces are also involved in species formation such
as ecological differentiation or strong sexual selection, and these
forces sometimes may be stronger than what we propose here.
This is evident by the existence of hybridizing species not
separated by any known hybrid sterility or inviability such as
Drosophila heteroneura兾D. silvestris or Allonemobius fasciatus兾
Allonemobius socius.
Rieseberg (39) has also suggested that rearrangements can
reduce gene flow between hybridizing species by summing the
effects of individual sterility (or other isolating) factors and that
this effect can contribute to the persistence of species. Like
Rieseberg, we also suggest that rearrangements may reduce gene
flow more by suppressing recombination than by directly reducing fitness. However, we suggest that this effect may result from
the asymmetry of gene incompatibilities that cause hybrid dysfunctions rather than the summation of minor gene effects.
These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive; the summation of
various isolating effects, possibly including ecological differences, in the inversions of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis may
have contributed to their divergence. Further research using
artificially induced inversions and population cage experiments
may help to demonstrate empirically this chromosome rearrangement effect.
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